The development and popularity of voice-user interfaces made spontaneous speech processing an important research field. One of the main focus areas in this field is automatic speech recognition (ASR) that enables the recognition and translation of spoken language into text by computers. However, ASR systems often work less efficiently for spontaneous than for read speech, since the former differs from any other type of speech in many ways. And the presence of speech disfluencies is its prominent characteristic. These phenomena are an important feature in human-human communication and at the same time they are a challenging obstacle for the speech processing tasks. In this paper we address an issue of voiced hesitations (filled pauses and sound lengthenings) detection in Russian spontaneous speech by utilizing different machine learning techniques, from grid search and gradient descent in rule-based approaches to such data-driven ones as ELM and SVM based on the automatically extracted acoustic features. Experimental results on the mixed and quality diverse corpus of spontaneous Russian speech indicate the efficiency of the techniques for the task in question, with SVM outperforming other methods.
Introduction
Speech technologies are often developed for different types of speech and rarely for a spontaneous one. However, almost all speech we produce and comprehend every day is spontaneous. This type of oral communication is likely to be one of the most difficult forms of speech communication among people: during very dense time interval speaker has to solve several laborious cognitive tasks. One has to form the utterance and to choose the exact linguistic form for it by selecting words, expressions, grammatical forms, and so on. This process leads to different flaws in spontaneous speech production, so-called speech disfluencies. These are self-repairs, repetitions, voiced hesitations (filled pauses and lengthening that are often referred together as FPs), slips of the tongue, and other breaks or irregularities that occur within the flow of otherwise fluent speech. These phenomena indicate the mental processes of underlying speech generation and have been viewed as a sign of word-searching problem [1] or difficulties in conceptualization at major discourse boundaries [2] . There is evidence that they can affect up to one-third of utterances [3] ; for example, in conversational speech in American English, about 6 per 100 words are disfluent [3, 4] .
In Russian speech filled pauses occur at a rate of about 4 times per 100 words and at approximately the same rate inside clauses and at the discourse boundaries [5] . Though evidence on filled pauses differs across languages, genres, and speakers, on average there are several filled pauses per 100 syllables [6] . They are also the most frequent speech disfluencies; filled pauses occur more often than any other speech disfluencies (repetitions, word truncations, etc.) [6] , signalling not only of breaks in speech production process, but also of explication of this process [5] . According to [7] in the conversational Switchboard database [8] , about 39.7% of the all disfluencies contain a filled pause. In the corpus of Portuguese lectures LECTRA filled pauses correspond to 1.8% of all the words and to 22.9% of all disfluency types being the most frequent type in the corpus [9] .
The need in coping automatically with speech disfluencies appeared along with the need of spontaneous speech processing, which brought up a lot of interesting challenges to speech science and engineering. Once seen as errors, along with other disfluencies, hesitations were acknowledged as integral part of natural conversation [5, 10] . They may play a valuable role such as helping a speaker to hold a conversational turn or expressing the speakers' thinking process of formulating the upcoming utterance fragment [10] [11] [12] . The comparison of prosodic patterns of stutterers and nonstutterers disfluencies was done in [13] , where authors analysed spontaneous storytelling of 8 people: four stutterers and four nonstutterers. Results, as expected, showed that stutterers have significantly more disfluencies than nonstutterers and that disfluencies affected the adjacent tonal contexts and phrasing differently in these two groups of people, stutterers' disfluencies being accompanied by more prosodic irregularities. Details can be found in [13] . Thus, the detection of vowel lengthening and filled pauses could be an important step towards locating the disfluent regions and evaluating the spoken fluency skills of a speaker.
The problem of detecting hesitations has been addressed from various perspectives. In computational linguistics analysis of speech disfluencies is sometimes incorporated into syntactic parsing and language comprehension systems [14] and more often into automatic speech recognition systems [15] . Hesitations, as well as other speech disfluencies, were always an obstacle for automatic processing of spontaneous speech as well as its transcriptions; disfluencies are known to have an impact on ASR results; they can occur at any point of spontaneous speech; thus they can lead to misrecognition or incorrect classification of adjacent words [9, 10, 16, 17] .
Hesitations exhibit universal as well as linguistic and genre specific features. Filled pauses and lengthenings are represented mainly by vocalizations with rare cases of prolonged consonants (which was shown to be a peculiarity of Armenian hesitational phenomena [18] ). These vocalizations are usually phonetically different from the lexical items, since they are pronounced with minimal movements of the articulatory organs due to the articulatory economy [19] . However, it was also shown that phonological system of the language may influence the quality of FPs vocalizations [20] . Even universal characteristics of hesitations, such as lengthenings being accompanied by creaky voice, may operate differently in different languages; for example, in Finnish it was proposed that creaky voice may indicate turn-transitional locations [12] , which is not the case for English [21] .
Although the speech technologies and particularly ASR systems have to account for all types of disfluencies (filled pauses, lengthenings, repetitions, deletions, substitutions, fragments, editing expressions, insertions, etc.), in the present study, we focus on the detection of the most frequent disfluent category: voiced hesitations (filled pauses and sound lengthening) in Russian spontaneous speech.
Related Work
Various methods have been proposed for speech disfluencies detection. All of them can be roughly divided into the following: (1) those that use language modelling (LM) incorporating information on speech disfluencies into ASR systems and (2) those that take into account only acoustic parameters. The second group is more popular, since there is no need of additional large corpus of transcriptions for LM training, despite the possible way of dealing with the problem by including the filler as an ordinary word in the lexicon and ignoring it during LM-probability computation [22] . Although this inclusion may sound reasonable, it does not necessarily lead to a higher accuracy; too many filled pauses may be hypothesized due to the acoustic similarity between filled pauses and function words or single syllables of content words [23] .
It has been shown that, along with duration, the prominent characteristic of voiced hesitations is a gradual fall of fundamental frequency ( 0) [24] ; they tend to be low in 0 and display a gradual, roughly linear 0 fall. In [25] it was shown that for fair detection of hesitations these two characteristics and distance to a pause are enough.
In [17] , filled pauses are detected on a basis of two features (small fundamental frequency transition and small spectral envelope deformation) which are estimated by identifying the most predominant harmonic structure in the input. The method has been implemented and tested on 100 utterances extracted from a Japanese spoken language corpus. Each utterance contained at least one filled pause. The achieved results were 91.5% precision and 84.9% recall. However, the authors admit that these figures may be optimistic because in their corpus there were no low-voiced male speakers.
In [23] authors developed a detection system in order to improve the speech recognizer performance. As a classifier authors used the Multilayer Perceptron with one output. The features were segment duration, spectral stability, stable interval durations, silence before and after the hesitations, spectral centre of gravity, and simple filled pause model output (a 4-mixture GMM that was trained to model the frames belonging to a filled pause). On three Flemish parts of Spoken Dutch Corpus authors achieved precision of 85% at a recall rate of 70%.
In [9] authors focused on detection of filled pauses based on acoustic and prosodic features as well as on some lexical features. Experiments were carried on a speech corpus of university lectures in European Portuguese, LECTRA. Several machine learning methods have been applied, and the best results were achieved using Classification and Regression Trees. The performance achieved for detecting words inside of disfluent sequences was about 91% precision and 37% recall, when filled pauses and fragments were used as a feature; without it the performance decayed to 66% precision and 20% recall. Further experiments on filled pauses detection in European Portuguese were carried out using prosodic and obtained from ASR lexical features; the best results were achieved using J48, corresponding to about 61% F-measure [26] .
In 2013 the INTERSPEECH Paralinguistic Challenge [27] raised interest in automatic detection of fillers providing a standardized corpus and a reference system. The winners of the Social Signals Sub-Challenge introduced a system, built upon a DNN classifier complemented with time series smoothing and masking [28] . In [29] authors presented a method for filled pauses detection using an SVM classifier, applying a Gaussian filter to infer temporal context information and performing a morphological opening to filter false Journal of Electrical and Computer Engineering 3 alarms. For the feature set authors used the same as was proposed for [27] , extracted with the openSMILE toolkit [30] . Experiments were carried out on the LAST MINUTE corpus of naturalistic multimodal recordings of 133 German speaking subjects in a so-called Wizard-of-Oz (WoZ) experiment. The obtained results were recall of 70%, precision of 55%, and AUC of 0.94.
Material
Usually for studying speech disfluencies researchers use corpora with Rich Transcription [31] . An example of such corpora is English CTS Treebank with Structural Metadata corpus of English telephone conversations with metadata annotation [32] , which includes, for example, filled pauses and discourse markers. Another example is the corpus Czech Broadcast Conversation MDE Transcripts [33] that consist of transcripts with metadata of the files in Czech Broadcast Conversation Speech Corpus [34] . Its annotation contains such phenomena as background noises, filled pauses, laugh, smacks, and so on [35] .
For our purposes we combined different material of diverse quality and recordings situation. Thus, the material we used in this study consists of several parts.
The first part is the corpus of task-based dialogues collected at SPIIRAS in St. Petersburg in the end of 2012-beginning of 2013 [36] . Thus, the recorded speech is informal and unrehearsed, and it is also the result of direct dialogue communication, what makes it spontaneous [37] . For example, in Edinburgh and Glasgow the HCRC corpus was collected, which consists only of map-task dialogues [38] , and half of the other corpus, corpus of German speech Kiel, consists of appointment tasks [39] . This corpus consists of 18 dialogues from 1.5 to 5 minutes, where students (6 women and 6 men) from 17 to 23 years fulfilled map and appointment tasks in pairs. Recordings were annotated manually into different types of disfluencies, the voiced hesitations being the majority, 492 phenomena (222 filled pauses and 270 lengthenings).
For the second part of our material we used part of MultiLanguage Audio Database [40] . This database consists of approximately 30 hours of sometimes low quality, varied and noisy speech in each of three languages, English, Mandarin Chinese, and Russian. [40] . From this Russian part we have taken the random 6 recordings of casual conversations (3 female speakers and 3 male speakers) that were manually annotated into hesitations. The number of annotated phenomena is 284 (188 filled pauses and 96 sound lengthenings).
The third part is the corpus of scientific reports from seminar devoted to analysis of conversational speech held at SPIIRAS in 2011. Recordings of reports of 6 people (3 female and 3 male speakers) were manually annotated into speech disfluencies. Since speakers did not base their reports on a written text, these recordings contain considerable amount of speech disfluencies. 951 hesitations were manually annotated: 741 filled pauses and 210 lengthenings.
Another part we added for making our corpus more quality and situation diverse is the records from the appendix No5 to the phonetic journal "Bulletin of the Phonetic Fund" belonging to the Department of Phonetics of SaintPetersburg University [41] . The 12 recorded reports concerned different scientific topics (linguistics, logic, psychology, etc.). They were all recorded in 70s-80s in Moscow except one that was recorded in Prague. All speakers (6 men and 6 women) were native Russian speakers and were recorded while presenting on conferences and seminars. The number of manually annotated hesitations is 285 (225 filled pauses and 60 lengthenings).
In total, the data set we used is about 3 hours and comprises 2012 filled pauses. Distribution of hesitations duration over the corpus is shown in Figure 1 .
Distribution of ten most frequent hesitations across different parts of the joint corpus is shown in Figure 2 .
The duration of a single hesitation lies between 6 ms and 2.3 s; the average duration is 388 ms. Among annotated hesitation the most frequent filled pause was [J] with total 905 utterances, and the most frequent lengthening was that of vowel /a/ -197 utterances.
Experiments on Hesitations Detection in Russian with Machine Learning Techniques
To develop a good hesitations detector a proper set of prosodic and acoustic cues that are likely to mark hesitations in speech signal is needed. As it was already mentioned above, in [25] , it was shown that for fair detection of hesitations these two characteristics and distance to a pause are enough. Thus, at first we started testing rule-based approaches towards hesitation detection.
Rule-Based Approaches towards Hesitations Detection in
Russian. The pilot step of experiments was to try a similar simple [25] approach on Russian speech, based our method on acoustical features of voiced hesitations that are peculiar to these events in Russian. To find the most prominent ones we have checked duration, 0, three first formants, energy, and stableness of spectra across the corpus. Similar approaches have been applied for filled pauses detection in other languages and proved the relevancy of these acoustic properties [16, 17, 42] . As a result, we used standard deviations of 0, 1, and energy as parameters, since they showed smaller variance in hesitations (the smallest were for 0 and energy (Figure 3) ).
We obtained the optimal values of parameters and for criterion
where is standard deviation of logarithm of 0 -std(log( 0)) and is standard deviation of logarithm of energy E. The optimal values are those that maximize F1-score for the task of selection of 150 ms windows that are part of the hesitations (Figure 4) , the standard deviation of 1 logarithm -std(log( 1)) being the additional threshold.
The experiments were conducted on 85% of the corpus with 15% used as a test set. The obtained F1-score was 0.41.
Then we have changed the criterion and maximization process. We obtained the optimal values of parameters and 0 for criterion
where are weights for values : standard deviations of log( ) and log( ); and 0 is a minimal mean energy level. The maximization of the F1-score for hesitations detection was made by the gradient descent method [43] . This gave us F1-score of 0.46 [44] .
For both these approaches the stage of comparison with annotation was the same. At first we found the intervals intersecting with the labeled ones. Then we calculated the intersection length
and length of nonmatching part of the interval
where is interval and is label. If int > 0.2len( ) and 3 ext < int , the pair of label and interval is considered matching. After processing the whole signal the amount of nonmatched intervals was considered false positive count and the amount of nonmatched labels was considered false negative count. For these two approaches misses were mainly caused by the disorder of harmonic components in hoarse voice and the laryngealized filled pauses and lengthenings. In some cases hesitation had an unstable expressive intonation contour, which was not flat or lowering, that it can be argued whether they are hesitations or interjections. Few cases of misses were the result of small duration of annotated phenomena. And noises (especially in the part from the open source multilanguage database) and overlaps (in task dialogues part) caused number of false negatives.
Thus, instead of accounting for all these phenomena in the rule-based methods, we decided to employ the datadriven approaches.
Data-Driven Approaches towards Hesitations Detection in Russian.
In [45] we described experiments on hesitations detection using the Extreme Learning Machines (ELM), a particular kind of Artificial Neural Networks that solve classification and regression problems. We used the Python ELM implementation described in [46] . In our method the number of sigmoid neurons was 600. The feature set used in these experiments consisted of 21 standard deviations (for 0 and first three formants, energy, voicing probability and its derivative, and 14 MFCC coefficients) and of 3 mean values (for energy, voicing probability, and its derivative). The formants value was taken from Praat [47] and all other parameters from openSMILE [30] . Within each 100 ms window we calculated standard deviation for every parameter from the feature set and mean value for energy.
To create train and test sets out of the data we selected random 10% of the data for test set, and the rest was used as the train set. This operation was performed 10 times producing 10 different pairs of train and test sets. The data has been separated into two classes: FPs and Other, and since they were not balanced we downsampled the train set to avoid the bias towards the class Other [29] . This resulted in creating the subset containing randomly chosen 8% of the instances of the class Other and all the hesitation FPs data. We used this downsampled training set to train the classifier. ELM method yields a real number for every sample that was classified as a hesitation event if this number exceeded a certain threshold. This threshold was determined by a grid search in a way maximizing the F1-score on the training set. As the result we achieved F1-score of 0.42.
Our most recent experiments [48] are based on the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, as we followed [29] . Compared with ELM, SVM provides better detection accuracy with better harmonized mean of precision and recall. For the experiments with SVM we used a Scikit-Learn Python library [49] implementation of SVM with polynomial kernel that enables the probability estimates by means of CSupport Vector Classification; the implementation is built upon LibSVM [50] .
The feature set is based on the set that was used for the INTERSPEECH 2013 Social Signals Sub-Challenge [27] . Features were extracted with the openSMILE toolkit [30] on the frame-level basis (25 ms window, 10 ms shift). This set is derived from 54 low-level descriptors (LLDs): 14 melfrequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), logarithmic energy as well as their first-and second-order delta, and acceleration coefficients; there are also voicing probability, 0, and zerocrossing rate, together with their deltas. For each frame-wise LLD the arithmetic mean and standard deviation across the frame itself and eight of its neighbouring frames (four before and four after) are used as the actual features. As a result, we have 162 values per frame.
As in [45] we also separated our data into two classes: "FPs" and "Other," but changed the process of separation. Each 10th file was selected for train set, then again each 10th, for development set, and the rest was used as the test set. This operation was performed 10 times to produce 10 different triplets of train, development, and test sets.
After training our SVM classifier, as the postprocessing step we applied Gaussian filter and morphological opening [29, 51] that proved to be reasonably efficient for improving both precision and recall rates due to the usage of contextual information. Both these techniques are applied in the signal and image processing tasks for noise removal. Gaussian filter is used to smooth the spikes and remove the outliers on the probability estimates, while morphological opening is useful for making the detection of hesitations more balanced by filtering false alarms and improving F1-score [29] . The parameters for Gaussian and morphological opening, as well as the decision threshold, were determined using grid search on the development set.
The Gaussian filter allows us to achieve 12% improvement for F1-score (precision rate improving by 17% and recall rate by 5%). Morphological opening gave us only 2% improvement for F1-score, precision, and recall, reducing false alarm rate. The example of dependence of results from varying decision threshold on SVM output is shown in Figure 5 .
As a result we achieved F1-score = 0.54 ± 0.027, with precision and recall being 0.55 ± 0.05 and 0.53 ± 0.04, respectively [45] . Measures on the test set are reported in terms of mean and standard deviation over the ten evaluations using classifiers trained on ten training subsets.
The ongoing experiments are concerned with the broadening of the features set for SVM classifier by adding 4 formants with 2 derivatives for each, their standard deviations as well as means and standard deviations of their contexts, which gives us additional 36 features.
Conclusions and Future Work
Detection of speech disfluencies is important for many reasons from evaluating the spoken fluency skills to improving the performance of ASR systems. In this article we presented different approaches towards hesitation detection on the joint and quality diverse corpus of Russian spontaneous speech. We discussed the application of the rule-based and data-driven methods to the hesitation detection for Russian. We implemented different techniques from grid search and gradient descent in rule-based approaches to such datadriven ones as ELM and SVM based on the automatically extracted acoustic features. Experimental results on the mixed and quality diverse corpus of spontaneous Russian speech indicate the efficiency of the techniques for the task, with SVM outperforming other methods, at the moment giving us F1-score = 0.54 ± 0.027, with precision and recall being 0.55 ± 0.05 and 0.53 ± 0.04, respectively. The future work will be aimed at addressing the problem of analysis of false positives and false negatives by tuning SVM, by expert analysis and by utilizing additional context levels.
